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Disclaimer
01. Important Notice
Please read the following statement carefully before reading the
white paper (hereinafter referred to as “the white paper") prepared by
PetChain Ltd. (hereinafter referred to as "the company") in accordance
with Hong Kong law. The white paper is intended for public reference.
The white paper may be updated and the latest version will be updated
on the ICO website. The white paper is only prepared for the
company’s crowdfunding release of "Pet’s Token".
According to the general statement stated in the white paper, the
company does not have any shares or other securities available for
subscription or sale. The white paper is for public reference only and
does not constitute any action taken by the public or company
shareholders. The white paper does not constitute an offer or invite any

person to subscribe for or purchase company shares, rights or any other
securities. The company's token is currently not registered under the
laws of any country. Buyers of these token mentioned in the white
paper should know that they bear the risk of purchasing a Pet’s Token
themselves at any time.
Pet’s Token is subject to purchasing restrictions. Purchasing by
institutions established under the laws of the country, and natural
persons within the territory of the country, are prohibited in countries
with a clear ban on the sale of tokens.
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02. Forward-Looking Statements:
The white paper includes forward-looking statements that reflect the
company's and/or management's current views on product development,
implementation roadmaps, financial performance, business strategy, and
future plans. Included statements, such as “expectations,”
“intentions,” “plans,” “believes.” , "project", "expect", "will", "goal",
"purpose", "may", "may", "continue" are forward-looking. All forwardlooking statements involve risks and uncertainties. Therefore, there are or
will be uncertain factors that differ the actual results of the project from
those indicated in the statement. These factors include, but are not
limited to, those described in the “Risk Factors” section, and should be
read in conjunction with other cautionary statements in the white paper.
All forward-looking statements in the white paper reflect the
company's current judgment of future events, and they are subjected to
the aforementioned uncertainties and assumptions related to the

company's business, performance, and business strategy. In accordance
with industry-acceptable disclosure and transparency rules and practices,
the company does not undertake any obligation to update or review
forward-looking statements, regardless of how the information develops.
Potential buyers of Pet’s Token should consider the uncertainties
described in the white paper, and the risks after making a purchase
decision. There are no statements in the white paper regarding the

company's earnings for the current or future year. By purchasing Pet’s
Token, the purchaser acknowledges that it has read and understood the
above notice and disclaimer.
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Executive Summary
01. Project Background
The book "The History of Pets" states: "The more urbanized people
are, the farther they leave nature, the more important pets are in human
life." Nowadays, the terms "cat slaves and dog slaves" and "sucking cats
and patting dogs" are flooding the internet community forums. Some
owners even make a small fortune of rewards through these cute pets.
The underlying huge business opportunities are even more impressive.
The "pet economy" has taken shape, representing business activities
including commercial production, sales, and services. It has become an
important economy that is significant in both developing and developed
countries.
The earliest development of the pet market was in the United States
in the 1980s. The pet industry was still in its infancy and did not reach
economic scale. The PetSmart store established in 1987, and it focused
on the pet food in warehouse-style stores in the business district, which
began the development in the United States. Today, the United States
has become the world's largest pet market. According to the American
Pet Products Association (APPA), the total US pet market in 2016 was
$66.8 billion, accounting for 64% of the global market. Food
consumption alone reached $28.23 billion and accounts for nearly half of
the total market. The growth trend continues and the market outlook is
promising.
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01. Project Background
In 2019, "new retail" has become the hottest keyword for the service
industry. It is internet-based, uses big data, uses artificial intelligence,
and other technical means, to upgrade the production, distribution and
sales process. It deeply integrates with online services, offline experience,
and logistics (Source: MBAlib). Now, this trend has also evolved into the
pet ecosystem, which includes a multi-service channel, payment
methods, and innovative experiences (such as unmanned stores) for
consumers. Moreover, the ecosystem's strategic partners are key for
implementing pet new retail.
After purchasing, the customer will have less demand in the short
term. When facing multiple channels of service, consumers will be able to
find more options, including pet food, pet supplies, pet cleaning, beauty,
and medical services. In response to distracted and irregular
consumption behavior, if you want clearer consumption profiles, then
integration of operators scattered in industry chain is necessary. In order
to improve the operating efficiency, and help the operators to make
money, the new retail of pet channel service is a critical step.
In view of this, our team demonstrates the veterinary professionalism
to interact with the target group (pet owner). The release and use of Pet's
Token create a smart and innovative pet eco-integration system that
integrates upstream products and downstream services in the "pet
economy" system. It creates an ecosystem of sharing, common

prosperity, security, and trust, to enhance the transactions of
participating partners and competitiveness of the industry globally.
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02. Executive summary

PetTalk was founded in 2015. The team members and shareholders
are mostly from the pet medical field. With a large amount of
professional knowledge, PetTalk has become credible in just a few years
due to the large exposure of the community and the active

communication among members of the community. The community
platform contains pet health knowledge, and also accumulates brand
image and service credibility for PetTalk.
PetTalk adopts veterinary professionals to promote cooperation of
veterinarians, pet product brands, and pet product suppliers to create a
pet health message that the owner needs, with the help from a
professional veterinarian and friendly community management. Selfcreated media and traffic are retained in the official website, so the data
analysis is effectively used in e-commerce shopping guide and
marketing. It expands the influence on the owners, brands, and channels,

and further establishes a new business model for pet new retail services.
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With the above-mentioned basis, PetTalk’s will focus on two major
strategies – products and channels - to construct the world's most
professional "cute pet service ecosystem". In terms of product
development, we planned to strengthen product capabilities in three
major directions, "Pet Chinese Medicine Health Food", "Pet Digital ID

Blockchain Application", and "Connected Products and Mining Services".
For channel development, the project starts in three directions, "Pet
Smart Media", "E-Commerce for Pet Food and Channel Service Ticket"
and "Full-Channel Blockchain Ecosystem" to grasp the " Big Data of Cute
Pet’s Life " (Pet's life-log) of the owners and pets. Moreover, we plan to
introduce this service model and products into the US, China, and
Thailand markets within five years. It will create a profit-sharing
mechanism for ecosystems that enhances the efficiency and performance

of partner members, and realize the new retail target of pet’s full
channel services.
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Pet’s Token uses a decentralized peer-to-peer approach to
establish a new, Trust-free trading model through the establishment of
private and alliance chains that integrate the pet industry's business
ecosystem. Participating stores and brands, as well as consumers, can
conduct business activities with safe data and convenient transaction,
which will increase the usage and circulation of Pet’s Token to attract
more pet allies.

The main features of Pet’s Token include:
(1)Payment: Through the electronic wallet, the payment service of the
online mall and the offline pet shop is connected.
(2)Digital assets: the total amount of Pet’s Token is restricted. With the
expansion of the new retail system and the profitability of various
services, the value of Token will continue to rise on the exchange. In
addition, the team has a recycling mechanism - when the circulation is

over 80%, or based on the market demand, the operation team will
buy back the Pet's Token on the market with channel profit issued as
the Pet Points (see below), to ensure the value of the token and the
stability of the trading market.
(3)Reward: The rebate, daily life reward, and channel rewards are the
biggest incentives for owning Pet’s Token.
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Analysis of current pet industry market
01. Analysis of the pet industry market trend
The global pet market is diversified and is growing in size. According to
the III MIC survey, the global pet market revenue in 2015 was approximately
$105 billion. The pet ownership percentage is proportional to the degree of
urbanization. Take the US market as an example. According to the American
Pet Products Association (APPA) statistics, the total amount of US owners
spending on pets has risen from $17 billion in 1994 to $66.8 billion in 2016. In
Japan, according to Japan’s Pet Food Association, the total number of pet
dogs registered in Japan in 2016 exceeded 21.3 million, even higher than the
number of Japanese children under the age of 14. With the economic level of
Asian countries increasing, the number of pets and the pet economy are

growing rapidly. The economic output value of pets in Asia currently accounts
for roughly the same global proportion of Europe at around 23%. It is
expected that the economic value of pets in the Asian market will surpass
Europe in recent years to become the second largest market in the world. The
distribution of the global pet industry market is summarized as follows:
(1) US market
The United States is currently the world's largest pet market, with 68% of

households in the United States having at least one pet. The outbreak of the
US pet economy was in the early 21st century, with a compound growth rate
of 6.44% in 2004-2007. Despite the financial crisis of 2008, the pet industry has
maintained a growth rate of more than 4%. The value of the pet economy
accounts for 2% of the total economic output of the United States. As singlefamily and elderly people are increasing in the United States, it is expected
that the number of pets in the United States will continue to grow at about 23% per year, which will directly increase the pet breeding and pet transactions,

and indirectly drive the retail of pet products and the pet service industry. The
industry continues to grow, and well-known brands include PetSmart, Petco,
Starmark, KONG, Spectrum Brands, and American Isle of Dogs.
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(2) European market
The European pet market is similar to the US market, and the
industry is quite matured. According to statistics, there are 75 million
households in Europe with at least one pet. Among the total

consumption in Europe in 2014, the pet products accounted for about
22%. In terms of sales channels, Europe and the US market are similar,
including traditional pet retail stores, flower shops, self-service stores,
some supermarkets, and discount stores. In recent years, online and
mobile transactions have developed rapidly. Traditional supermarkets
and discount stores often pick 150-200 typical pet products that are
either low end or high sales volume. Professional pet retail stores offer a
variety of pet supplies, such as food, toys, detergent, and mats. Wellknown brands in the region include Fresnapf in Germany, Zooplus AG
(Xetra) in Europe, Ferplast in Italy, TRIXIE in Germany, and Green7 in
Belgium.

(3) Japanese Market
Japan is a big market for raising pets and consuming products in

Asia. Its pet spending is mainly pet food, pet supplies, and pet care.
Although the number of pets in Japan has declined in recent years, the
overall consumer market continues to grow. Well-known brands include
Petio, Pinkgold, and DOG DEPT.
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(4) Chinese Market
In 1999, the pet trade market in China was less than 40 million pets. In
2010, the number of pets in China has exceeded 150 million. Although it is
still low compared with the United States and Western Europe, according to

the "China Pet Industry White Paper" statistics, the pet market has reached
122 billion yuan in 2016 and rose to 134 billion yuan in 2017. It is expected
to remain the average annual growth rate of 30.9% during 2010-2020, and
the market size is expected to reach 188.5 billion yuan by 2020. According to
the National Bureau of Statistics of China, the compound annual growth rate
of the pet industry reached 49.1% during 2010-2016. Even though it is
generally less than 15% in first and second-tier cities, the development trend
of the “pet economy” is still expected.
In terms of market share, foreign brand products account for about 80%,
and domestic brands only account for 20%. However, with the rise of
domestic brands and the localization policy of the pet supplies industry, it is
expected that Chinese companies have vast market potential.
(5) Other emerging countries
In addition to the developed countries, emerging economies such as India,

Brazil, and South Africa, their pet markets enjoy rapid development, especially
Thailand is highly expected. Thailand's current pet market is growing at a rate
of 10% per year. According to the NEO statistics of the pet exhibition
curatorial organization, the total value of the pet industry in Thailand in 2018
reached 32 billion baht. The 2020 Asian Pet Expo may attract more than
110,000 tourists that contribute 80 million baht and attract more than 200
international companies to invest - the overall market is hot. As these
emerging countries’ economic development and income levels are further

improved, it is expected that the number of their pets will further expand.
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In 2016, the total global major pet markets value is about US$150
billion. The revenue and growth rate of major countries are as follows:
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02. PetTalk potential of the new pet retail market
PetTalk originated in Taiwan. In the current Taiwanese market, the dog
market value alone exceeds NT$20 billion. If you further add cats, birds, rats, and
other pet markets, the total business opportunity can exceed NT$50 billion.
Taiwan's overall pet market value ranks third in Asia, second only to Japan and
China. In recent years, global pet e-commerce has emerged, and many retailers
have used online to offline (O2O) integration to create new retail services, which
create interactive communication to build user loyalty. Pet e-commerce is also
gradually moving towards long tails which focuses on high value-added services.
Currently, pet-related websites in the market are mostly for shopping and
community sharing. Most of the professional information about pet medical care
and healthy nutrition is scattered and incomplete. Pet health care information on

the Internet is scattered, and product quality is uncertain, which create barriers to
online marketing. When the owner is looking for a suitable product for the pet,
they prefer to go to the pet store for inquiries and purchases. In contrast, online
channel operators often adopt price cuts and discounts strategy to attract
customers, resulting in increasingly fierce competition. The overall pet ecosystem
is working hard to survive with little profits.
PetTalk has been engaged in media marketing of pet medication for many
years and has won the trust of many. At the same time, it combines various
resources of pet medical channels, including veterinary hospitals, veterinarians,
pet supplies, pet grooming, and other channels. At present, the main services
include: "The only free professional veterinary online consultation in Taiwan",
"The largest and most complete pet information database", "Highly effective pet
community marketing", "Brand exposure promotion", "On-site activities" and "
Private label products." It also aims to research and develop new products, ecommerce sales, and brand marketing promotion. The operation is

comprehensive and difficult to duplicate, which provides accurate and timely
service for the pet owner.
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02. PetTalk potential of the new pet retail market

In terms of marketing, PetTalk has invested a lot of resources,
including:
(1) Highly interactive community: with only interpersonal interaction and
without ads, the fan group has reached nearly 43,000 high-adhesive
precision fans in a short period of time, while sharing of articles and
videos is frequent. At present, we also continue to enhance
professionalism with online celebrities and set topics to encourage the
owners to share, increase original content, and greatly enhance user
participation.

(2) Professional credibility: professional veterinarians personally reply to
various problems from the owner. The venue changes from the
passive veterinary hospitals to the community and cultivates the
platform’s professionalism and trust.
(3) Pet celebrity interaction: In the pet society, pet internet celebrities are
the big stars to the fans. We encourage fans to participate by
organizing various activities and promote the discussion with the

participation of online celebrities to enhance the owners’
participation.
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The new retail development project
For the development of pet new retail globally, we plan to build a new
retail platform to integrate channels to upgrade the pet industry, as well as

focusing on the application of Pet’s Token. We started with two major
strategies, products, and channels, and cooperated with teams, veterinarians,
beauticians, and international brand owners in the ecosystem. We can
accurately forecast demand, group marketing, and association
recommendations based on pet lifelog big data and intelligent computation.
With the integration of services around pet food, clothing, housing, travel,
education, music, health, and beauty, we will create an ecosystem of shared
benefits. The specific development of the project includes：

(1) A Onmi-channel blockchain ecosystem service system
"Pet Economy" is an industrial chain formed around pets. It covers the
pet’s whole life from birth to death, which cares pets like a human. All kinds
of services include pet hospital, genetic testing, beauty, food store, daily
necessities store, hotels, behavior training services, psychological counseling
communication services, insurance, daycare, long-term care, tranquil care,

and funeral services. This is a fairly large market. Since the development of
the new retail trend has become a prominent aspect of the pet channel,
through the issuance of Pet’s Token, the blockchain technology is used to
connect the whole ecosystem service system to expand the overall market
with the concept of mutual benefit.
The issuance of the token is aimed at vertically integrating pet-related
industries, including pet hospitals, beauty shops, food stores, daily necessities
stores, behavioral training services, daycare, and funeral services. The owner
can first join the membership at the best price: US$3.5/month, or purchase
the equivalent Pet's Token, and then use the purchased or received token to
subscribe the most professional VIP pet information content, as well as food,
clothing, housing, transportation, education, happiness, health, and beauty.
The specific operational objectives for 2019 include:
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A. Cooperate with 600 animal hospitals and beauty salons, and cooperate
with 1,000 veterinarians and beauticians. Animal hospitals and beauty
salons that join the ecosystem must offer upgraded service in exchange
for Pet’s Token collaboration, while the PetTalk team focuses on O2O
for shopping guides and providing discounts.
B. The online store offers discounted and free shipping pet food ecommerce services. The profit of pet food purchase is 100% returned to
the medical and beauty channels, in exchange for the electronic service
ticket, and then return back to the owner to satisfy the strong demands
of the owners.
C. Collaborate with more than 30 internationally renowned pet brands.
D. Cooperate with more than two pet funeral companies.
E. Cooperate with more than 2 pet breeding farms to provide Ecertification service for pet pedigree traceability with integrating smart
contract and cloud access functions. This increases the value of pets,
reduces the chance of abandoning, and lets the owner know where the
pets were born, such as conscience breeding places.
F. Cooperate with more than 3 pet training centers to provide pet

socialization training courses, such as: no randomly screaming and no
suddenly angry. After the training, a pet training certificate is issued,
which separated the pet from other untrained pets.
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G Promote pet digital ID blockchain application
In the blockchain technology application of pet digital ID, the two major projects
of "Pet Health Passport" and "Service Smart Contract" are proposed, including：
- Pet Health Passport: Used to record the pet information log information fed
back from each cooperation channel, allowing the owner to own and understand
the health status of his pet. In addition, this information can also be shared with the
various partner channels to obtain information on the owner and to understand the

linear status of the pet to quickly improve the accuracy of medical or care。
- Service smart contract: services such as medical, care and foster care between
the channel and the pet’s owner often occur and may lead to disputes. We plan to
use the blockchain technology to contract digitally, which can solve the problem of
communication between the pet’s owner and the service channel. The problem
like this would be solved.

Pet Health Passport

Service smart contract in channel

Development Plan
The new retail development project
- Promote the blockchain application of animal case
We will cooperate with the partner veterinary hospital system providers,
associations and other units to convert the existing data that can only be stored
in the local area, using blockchain encryption technology, into action-type case
data that can be carried by the owner. Other data collected using IoT

technology for integration, complete pet lifelog data, allowing pets' health
information to be provided by the owner through the blockchain technology,
and the overall information of the complete pet ecosystem is transparent.
In the beginning, the token is mainly used in various purchases in the pet
ecosystem. Currently, the above-mentioned Pet’s Token's full-channel
promotion is only analyzed for the feasibility of blockchain technology. The
implementation and areas depending on national laws and technology
maturity. However, the team's goal is to become the "world's most valuable
pet-related token company", and the team will continue to work hard to
promote the participation of alliance members and provide rich services.

(2) E-commerce platform focusing on pet food and channel ticket services
operation
Pet e-commerce is very different from the operation of the general ecommerce platform. The consumption of pets is relatively fixed and habitual,
and changing the purchase pattern is not easy. Therefore, we do not emphasize
the number of goods in the operation but focus on providing pet food and
channel ticket services. According to the "2018 China Pet Industry White Paper"
statistics, dogs accounted for 72% of commodity consumption, dog food
accounted for 36%, and services accounted for only 28%. In the cat market
segment, the proportion of product consumption is as high as 82%. The
proportion of cat food is also the highest at 44.5%, and the cat service is only
18% (as shown below).
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The e-commerce platform provides full-time, global pet food and
zero-cost channel ticketing services, and data collection through the
uniqueness of pet health content without individual data concern. On the
platform, article, tag, and physician consultation function will attract the
owners to adhere to the platform, and at the same time, we can analyze
and recommend suitable products.
 Pets are not involved in the Personal Data Act: Pets are treated as
items legally, and the collection of pets' individual information and
applications are legal.
 The uniqueness of pet health content: The platform focuses on pet
health content. If a pet owner doesn’t have pet health needs, most
of them will not click and search for questions. After reading, the
traffic can be accurately quantified, and the needs and attributes of
the pet owners are grouped and classified as recommendation

indicators for subsequent products.
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 Basic pet data acquisition: When the pet owner consults a physician
on the platform, he or she needs to input pet information such as
pet breed, age, weight, ligation status, staple food, and current stage
issues. Those can be used for future data analysis and application.
 Article Health Attribute Tag: The platform articles contain
independent and classified health demand attribute problem tags.

When the owner clicks on the article, the tag is posted on the owner
to learn about the current issues and needs of the owner, which can
be used for future data analysis and application.
 Data analysis and push application: the platform obtains the basic
information of the owner's pet, digital footprint, tag, and other data
of the article. After cross-analysis, the owner's demand information
is gathered, and then the platform advertisement system EDM is
used for recommending or promoting products. At the same time,
the accuracy of the recommendation is trained through user
feedback. In addition, we also organize the channels to hold
sweepstakes from time to time, strengthen communication between
the channel and the owner, and strengthen the new retail platform.
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 Featured Products: Featured products are mainly products of alliance
members and international cooperative brands. The mall aims for
profit-making and does not charge the operator for the slotting fee.
Instead, it uses a membership system (US$3.5/month) to maintain
the operation, aiming at maximizing the profit and adhesion of
alliance members. With word of mouth, marketing activities, and
sales/discount, the platform suggests suitable products and order,
so that the overall website layout dynamically adjusts according to
customer needs or preferences, which creates the maximum benefit
of token for service.
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(3) Creating an intelligent pet media integration platform
We plan to integrate the PetTalk operations team with 1,000 professional
veterinarians and beauticians. Through the multiple channels of community,

official website, LINE official account, App, and e-commerce, we launched the
"AI Smart Pet Problem Feedback System", "Physician Online Video
Consultation" and "Expert Pet Care Video Teaching" membership services. We
target to acquire 5 million members worldwide in three years.

 AI smart pet problem feedback system (free service for members)：
Pet health issues are clearly classified and highly reproducible. For example,

Schnauzer has a high probability of encountering skin problems due to
hereditary properties; large dogs are bound to have hip problems when they
are old. In addition, the owner’s pet health problems will not change over
different time and countries. For example, people who raise large dogs 30 years
later will encounter hip problems in old dogs. Schnauzer owners in different
countries will also suffer from skin diseases.
Therefore, PetTalk intends to plan and organize existing high-quality and
frequently searched knowledge. With AI semantic interpretation and intelligent
learning functions, AI intelligent question answering system is constructed.
Website traffic increases continuously, a multinational QA knowledge base is
constructed for preparing competitions in international markets.

 Physician online video consultation (paid service)：
The plan is to cooperate with 1,000 professional veterinarians to provide
relevant audio and video consultation services, and invite veterinarians to
provide certified pet health content, so consumers increase their trust in
platform articles. By quickly responding to all kinds of problems, owners will
return more frequently and have more confidence in the platform. The platform
will also return profits to the veterinarian to create a system that shares profits.
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 Expert pet care video training (paid service)：
For the most popular 10 dog and cat breeds, field experts/ veterinarians/
professional beauticians develop the most professional video content of health
and medical care. These contents are popular knowledge, and the contents
remain valuable after being produced, and the goal of 2019 is to produce at
least 60 films. The owner can use Pet's Token to pay for the content on the
platform. The profit will be split back to the experts, veterinarians or
professional beauticians. It will also attract more channel experts to contact and
cooperate actively to increase the authority of the platform and also cover the
token-to-service costs.
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(4) Issue Pet Points digital points
Digital points accumulate quickly, are easy to use, do not need to be
converted, and can be operated and expanded, they do not need to be certified by
KYC (Know your customer) before trading on the exchange like Pet's Token. The

transmission of digital points helps the pet ecosystem’s cross-channel
applications, therefore the Pet Points was specifically included in the “Building a
New Retail Development Plan for Pets”. In the future, through consumer rewards,
pet mining, and pet credit card spending, you will have the opportunity to receive
another 2% or 3 percent of the points. Points will also be credited to your digital
account or e-wallet within 1-2 business days of purchase. A Pet Points is equivalent
to NT$1, and can also be used to purchase pet services or merchandise from
PetChain. The cooperative channel also allows Pet Points to be used, offering

another new retail channel payment option.
As for Pet Points’ application, you can quickly exchange products through
the online store. Most of the cooperative stores in the pet ecosystem can also use
the points to offset the cost of goods and exchange commodities, to strengthen
the economic influence of the points. In addition, the points can also be "operated
and expanded" during marketing campaigns. For example, a product with a market
value of 1,000 yuan can be exchanged with only 900 points during promotion,
which will make point owners feel more the value of points.
For consumer protection, to protect the rights of consumers, the number of
Pet Points issued in the future will be deposited in the bank with equal cash or
Pet‘s Token as a performance guarantee for the channel consumers. Consumers
who hold Pet Points can enjoy a more secure, safer and friendlier new retail. They
increase the adhesion of channels and consumers and create a new point
economy. In addition, Pet Points are designed to be exchanged with Pet’s Token,
national currencies, and virtual currencies. The exchanges are organized as follows
(exchanges with Pet’s Token involve exchange issues, temporarily not open for
Pet Points to exchange Pet’s Token)：
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 Pet Points and Pet’s Token Market Value Management Mechanism :
Based on the stability of the market's certificate value and ensuring
the liquidity and value of Pet Points in the omni channel, the team plans
to have a recycling and destruction mechanism. After the above projects
start and start to make profits, the team plans to review the revenue after
each quarter. The website announces the recycling plan, for example, to
buy 2% of the Pet Points at the market price for destruction, to ensure
the value of Pet Points and the pet’s token in the market.
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(5) Launching pet IoT products and pet mining services
Pet owner s tend to feel guilty about pets because of their busy work, and
the owner also has a show-off mentality. The PetTalk team plans to cooperate
with related software and hardware companies to create at least three unique
networked products within three years, such as networked positioning collars
and 360-degree pet camera. With the launch of pet networking products,
above-mentioned member shopping guide, service income, and full-channel
profit sharing, more pets and food life information (Lifelog) can be collected to
facilitate the follow-up pet mining service.
In addition, new parents love to share the joy of newborns with friends and
family. Similarly, the owners of pet children are usually very keen to share the

fun and interesting things about pets and enjoy the "pet experience" in cat and
dog gathering activities. Through the social platform and alliance members,
PetTalk has the foundation of ecosystem development. However, to encourage
the owners to interact with pets, we launched a special pet mining service with
Pet’s Token. The service is divided into task-based mining, consumer mining
and social mining, and IOT mining services, as follows:

A. Task-based mining: PetTalk delivers specific health promotion tasks, such as
walking with pets for 10,000 steps. With the data feedback from the

networked devices, you can get PetTalk's Pet’s Token. In addition, friends
are also allowed to set up related tasks and give away tokens, thereby
encouraging token circulation, promoting the health of pets, and enhancing
the interaction between pets and owners. In addition, after the official launch
of Pet's Token, the team will also assist local area development, adopt green
space or park, and cooperate with the pet-friendly stores. Pets can run freely
in the park or the pet-friendly store where PetTalk adopts. Without the collar,
the pet space experience is enhanced.
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B. Consumer mining: mainly for channel partners, vendors plan their own
marketing activities to give tokens when consumers pay the full amount.
The more they buy, the more rewards the consumers receive. In this way,
the tokens are circulated continuously among the cooperative alliance
manufacturers, which enhances the profitability of the ecosystem
manufacturers and promotes the circulation of tokens.

C. Social mining: Through video sharing, new knowledge sharing, and
discount sharing, the owner can naturally earn Pet's Token and use it in the
ecosystem after sharing information or feedback on the social platform.
Creating the market's accessibility to Pet's Token also strengthens the
owner's recognition of the token, and enhances overall efficiency.

D. IoT mining: Develop the pet health collar IoT to enhance the fun, and get
the pet health log feedback. It can also cooperate with other IoT
developers to enhance ecological richness.

E. KYC registration encouragement: In order to encourage the purchase of
Pet's Token, consumers can complete the KYC real-name certification on
the exchange platform. The PetTalk team will provide the “Pet's Token
Bonus” to investors, as long as they complete KYC on any exchange that
cooperates with Pet's Token. For each real-name authentication (ex: ace

exchange, https://www.ace.io/home), we give 3 Pet's Token for
encouragement, so that the flow of Pet's Token is smoother and more
secure.
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The new retail development project
Brand cooperation activities

Assigned task

Consumption on the
cooperative channel

Pet friendly park

Pet friendly space
(restaurant)

Marketing and market expansion plans
 For the sale of Pet’s Token, marketing plans mainly include:
1) A large-scale open-air concert event is expected to attract more than 5,000
people and more than three media reports.
2) Organize or participate in physical events or exhibitions for at least 8
sessions to promote the services and applications of Pet’s Token.
3) Based on the progress of the token, we occasionally launch digital

marketing, news media advertising, interactive sweepstakes, online
promotional activities, and other related marketing and exposure activities.
4) Raise the goods or services provided by the relevant members of the alliance
system from the perspective of public welfare returns for adoption by the
public, and then use them for stray dogs, cats, and shelters.

Development Plan
Marketing and market expansion plans

In addition, for overseas market expansion, the company has mainly
locked in the Thai and US markets in the past three years. According to
statistics, there are about 9 million pets in Thailand. The largest part is dogs,
followed by cats, fish, birds, and rabbits. In the pet products market today,
the proportion of pet food is the largest, followed by hospitals and
medicines, and pet services account for only 14%. At present, Thailand is the
fastest growing country for pet food in Asia, second only to Japan and
China. Thailand's per capita pet food expenditure is 13 times that of China,
and the annual animal medical fee for Thailand is about 7 billion baht.
According to forecasts, the five new pet food markets with the fastest
growth in the world in the next five years are China, Vietnam, Indonesia,
Malaysia, and Thailand.
In the US market, cats and dogs are the most popular mammalian pets.
In 2015, the number was 85 million and 78 million, respectively, with a total
of 163 million. The personal pet possession rate was 51.10%. From the
perspective of development, the number of cats and dogs in the United
States was about 120 million in 1988. By 2004, the number had increased to
160 million, and it remained basically stable. Other services, such as pet
grooming, pet boarding, pet walking, pet training, and pet care, have grown
significantly since 2015, which is second only to the pet food industry.

Based on the analysis above, PetTalk will choose Thailand and the
United States as the first stops for overseas expansion. Within one year, it
will open branches in the two countries, and set up a local PetTalk website.
The goal is to connect 300 veterinary hospitals and 300 beauty salons in the
United States and Thailand respectively. Next year (2020), the US market will
expand to 2,000 beauty salons and 2,000 veterinary hospitals; in Thailand,
there will be 600 beauty salons and 600 veterinary hospitals.
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Blockchain Support
01. Blockchain technology
The digital coin of the blockchain implements the circulation of digital
coins by utilizing its unique characteristics, such as uniqueness, immutability,
and no increasing issues. The binding of physical assets to digital coins on
the blockchain realizes the anchoring of a digital coin corresponding to a
physical asset and digitizes the asset.
The circulation of digital coins in the blockchain is not only the free flow
of value but also the efficient and high-speed circulation of assets. The trust
problem solved by the blockchain makes it possible to omit a lot of offline
operations and costs when making large-value asset transactions so that
asset transactions can be made in one step.
Based on the above understanding and thinking, and following objective
laws of business development, we digitize each business element: people,
things, money, and then establish a universal link. Through different smart
contracts, establish various collaborative activities that map real-world

businesses, provide circulation tools and systems of relevant value, and then
evolve a new business model based on this collaborative model, and then
gradually build a blockchain in a decentralized new business ecosystem.
Pet's Token's architecture is based on application requirements and
standard abstraction of each technical architecture layer. So that each layer
has independent universality, and each layer of modules can be quickly and
effectively combined to form a variety of applications.
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02. Smart contract execution
A smart contract refers to a digital agreement. The content of the
agreement includes the location of the underlying asset and the time and
method of execution. These are all based on the network environment and
do not require intermediary intervention. For the traditional contract, two
or more parties exchange the equivalent by contract, and two or more
parties must trust each other in order to fulfill the transaction. For smart
contracts, mutual trust is not needed, because smart contracts are not only
defined by code but are also automatically enforced by the code and
cannot be intervened.
Pet’s Token's smart contracts are executed and built by experts in
the blockchain field. Digital coins are based on ERC-20 digital coins such
as Bancor, Filecoin, Civic and Steemit’s Proof-Of-Brain. Smart contracts
only accept Pet’s Token, and other tokens can be exchanged for Pet’s
Token.
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Token sale and use of funds
01. Token sale and milestones
The sale of Pet’s Token is primarily intended to serve the pet's new retail
channel business. So the function of Pet’s Token is similar to the coupons or
points common to the retails. Therefore, based on the rights of consumers and

cooperative channel partners, in addition to the funds raised by Pet's Token and
providing necessary operations, platform construction or marketing expenses, the
remaining funds is fully delivered to the third party with dedicated trust for
designated purposes. At the same time, the PetTalk team also designed a
mechanism to buy or convert other points or tokens, so that Pet’s Token can
maintain strong competitiveness in terms of consumer protection and token value.
In addition, since the application of Pet’s Token focuses on the physical
channels, it’s important for compliance with local regulations. For example, when
it is launched in Taiwan, it must comply with the requirements of the Ministry of
Economic Affairs of Republic of China, such as the “Declaration of the Commodity
(Service) Gift Voucher for Retail and the Non-Recordable Items”. The team also
includes legal experts who are familiar with multinational laws and regulations, to
ensure Pet's Token's legality and adaptability in the subsequent expansion of the
market. Pet’s Token's purchaser or partner channel can be assured.

•Token sale value estimation and milestones

The actual number and proportion of actual offerings can be tracked by the number of tokens in the
smart contract.
The number of token
Total circulation

Lockout period

2 billion

Operation team

40 million

3 year

Private placement/Pre-sale

90 million

3~15months

IEO

40 million

none

Business promotion

30 million

Based on the project
schedule

Online trading
Transaction code

ACE Exchange / BitAsset
Pet Token

Token Sales
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02. Project Milestone
2018.11

Planning stage for initial
group

2019.02

Output of the white paper
and omni-channel plans

2019.04

2019.06

2019.04

Pass the IEO
qualification(ACE and
BitAsset)

Pet industry chain and access docking
project started

Complete Angel fund and
Private Fundraising

2019.06.28

IEO started
(ACE and BitAsset)

2020.04

Online and offline platform
integration completed

2019.08

Pet point system
enablement

2019.07.11

Exchange listing

2020.06

Cross-border promotion in
Southeast Asia

2021.12

2020.08

Promoted the pet’s token
and pet points in Asia

Expand the omni-channel
applications

03. Pet’s Token Allocation Diagram

Platform traffic
Operation team

Pet’s token
Technical
applications

Marketing

Pie chart

Multiple channel development

Token Sales
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04. Use of Fund
In order to implement Pet's Token's new retail service application,
the use of funds can be divided into three major parts: system
development, marketing expenses, and operating expenses. In response
to the above-mentioned project content in the white paper, it can be
further divided into the following fund planning：

Developinfg IoT products
and mining services of pets

IT development and
operation

Pet’s health food
development

EC (focused on
pet’s feed and
ticket) operation
New market
development

• payment and clearing
system
• Security
• Smart media
computing

Pet’s token
Pie chart

Market value
management

Multinational market development

Marketing

Team Member

Pet's Token

Team Member
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Team Introduction
01. Operation Team Members

Ke Min Cheng
Chairman of the
Board of Directors

He is currently the founder and chairman
of PetTalk, and a member of the Taiwan
Sub Media Association and DA MEDIA
CEO. He specializes in innovative business
model design, pet new retail services, and
the implementation and management of
various innovative projects.

Yinuo Weng
CTO

He is currently the CTO of
PetTalk and former CEO of
Dymain. He will be the team's
most important person in
charge of platform system
construction, app development,
and data connection and so on.

Shiyuan Zhu
COO

PetTalk COO, former CEO of Isaac &
Morgan International Co., Ltd.,
mediator Wavemaker Planer,
specializing in corporate operational
innovation, pet industry chain
integration, and project schedule and
quality control

Zhizhi Zhuang
CFO

CFO of PetTalk PetChian Co., Ltd.
CPA of the Republic of China and
the United States. He used to be
the project manager of Deloitte
Financial Consultants Co., Ltd.,
specializing in international M&A,
corporate fundraising, corporate
valuation, and IPO organization.

Team Member
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02. Consultation Team Members

Zhendong Chang
Technical & Industrial
Consultant

Chairman Of Taipei Veterinary
Association, Dean of Jinwang
Animal Hospital, and the
founder of EasyVet System,
the most used system by
veterinary hospitals in Taiwan.

CHUEI JASON
YIINE
Industrial Development
Consultant
Colgate Group (one of the world's
largest pet food brands), Asia
Pacific Manager of the US-based
Hill's Pet Nutrition, assists in the
promotion of international
brands, pet brand resources, etc.

Yanzhang Chen
Technical
Consultant
Otiga Chairman, assisting in
system cascading and IoT
resource integration
applications within the project.

Xiaobai Yang
Industrial Development
Consultant

Dean of Zhongyan Animal Hospital,
initiator of Taiwan Stray Animal
Association, former director of Taipei
City Veterinary Association, former
veterinarian of National Army Dog
Center, and former consultant of
Shouda Teng Teng Co., Ltd.

Team Member
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Lien Liu

Zhizhi Chen

Legal Consultant

Legal Consultant

Senior entrepreneur. A long-term
investor in the early software industry.
Many years of experience in online
finance, founded Tianyuan Law Firm,
Shuya Integration Co., Ltd., Xiyi
Technology Co., Ltd., Pag Digital Co.,
Ltd. and many other law firms and
financial technology companies.

Current CFO of PetTalk PetChian Co., Ltd.
CPA of the Republic of China and the
United States. He used to be the project
manager of Deloitte Financial
Consultants Co., Ltd., specializing in
international M&A, corporate
fundraising, corporate valuation, and IPO
organization.

Jingtai hsu

Yiting Chou

Marketing
Consultant

Marketing
Consultant

SmartM founder,
Dotmoremedia.com partner,
Reddoor Media partner, Titantech partner, specializing in the
Internet, e-commerce and digital
marketing.

Paganini Plus Ltd GM, marketing
director of UITOX Global ECommerce Group, specializing in
digital marketing, SEO and other
fields.

Team Member
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Guozhen Zhao

Mingze Tu

Product Development
Consultant

Blockchain
Consultant

Chairman of Elixir Herbary and
Chairman of KG International
(Korea), assisting in the integration
of development resources for pet
Chinese medicine products, resource
integration of pet channels in China
and Korea, etc.

Yulei Chao

The nickname is N in virtual coin filed,
has more than 8 years of cryptocurrency
trading experience. Has served as a
private fund size fund manager of more
than 100 million yuan, the founder of
the blockchain community development
alliance association, the Taiwan dollar
community leader community leader

Bi Tiffany Corp.

Blockchain
Consultant
Certified Monetary Industry and
Analysis Project Consultant, Director
of the Blockchain Community
Development Alliance Association,
member of the Republic of China
Block Strategy Committee, familiar
with the cryptocurrency industry and
international market trend analysis,
program trading strategy research
and development management

Bi Tiffany Corp. is a startup in the field of
financial technology. Its members cover experts
in science, finance, venture capital, asset
management and other fields. The company is
committed to promoting new financial
technology trading models and digital
technology tools, such as digital currency. Ewallets, derivative financial products, etc., expect
to accelerate the launch of new products or
service projects in the market by using the
model of issuing digital currency by coaching
potential players in the blockchain field.

Team Member
Team Introduction
03. Partner exchange background introduction

The ACE team is mainly composed of experts in science, finance,
innovation, marketing, and other fields. ACE Exchange is committed to building
the most professional legal digital currency exchanges in the Chinese world and
actively cultivates high-quality blockchain projects for public contact, virtual
currency, and blockchain. The main features of the platform include：
(1) Legal compliance: ACE Exchange works closely with international law
firms, accountants, large banks, regulators and legislative units, and adheres to
the most rigorous KYC and AML through the appointment of internal
professionals through anti-money laundering courses. The norm has become
the highest standard in Taiwan's digital currency industry.
(2) Security Priority: ACE Exchange adopts the international level DDoS
defense mechanism and AI artificial intelligence application firewall to
effectively block hackers and protection against service attacks, minimize
hacker intrusion opportunities, and maximize protection of user assets.
(3) Taiwan's first "Exchanger User Growth System": Taiwan's first design
users use and interact to earn experience points rewards, upgrade levels and
receive various exclusive value-for-money offers.

The platform is also part of the Asia Blockchain Accelerator (ABA), which is

part of the ecosystem driven by the Asian blockchain accelerator. The
ecosystem also includes the creation of The Wretch and FlyingV. Lin Hongquan,
the serial entrepreneur who founded Biilabs, a decentralized bookkeeping
technology service company, founded the Poseidon Network, which is also one
of the ABA incubation projects.
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03. Partner exchange background introduction

Founded in December 2017, BitAsset is headquartered in Hong Kong and
has branches in 6 other countries and regions. BitAsset supports a variety of
financial products such as numerous fiat currencies deposit, wallet custody,
spot trading, futures and index ETFs. BitAsset forms a complete digital banking
system with a professional team composed of more than 1,000 account
managers to provide traders 24/7 advisory services and support.
The Service Scope of BitAsset is listed below：
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